
contributing artists Guidelines: 
 
IHS51.gent does not pay any fees, (travel) expenses or provide accommodation to contributors.  
 
All proposals have to be submitted through the proposal form on the website. You are allowed to send in a 
maximum of three different proposals. Please submit every single proposal through a new form. 
Notifications of acceptance will be sent by email within four weeks after submission.  
The proposals are treated on a “first come, first served” basis: when the slots reserved for contributing artists are 
full, no further proposals will be accepted. 
Deadline for proposals: 15 April 2019 (or until a maximum number of contributions has been reached). 
 
Accepted proposals will make part of the official program and included in the program book. 
Names of contributors can be published on the IHS51 website and used for promotion on social media. 
Please submit high-resolution photos for publication in the program book by 1 may to program@ihs51.gent 
You will receive an automated email after submission of the proposal form. This is not a confirmation of 
acceptance. 
 
contributing artists (recitals, lecture-recitals & chamber music): 
 

minimum master/graduate level 
priority will be given to reputed performers 

 
contributing artists have to be registered for the complete IHS51 symposium before 15 april 2019 
contributing artists have to be IHS members  

 
contributing artists play a maximum of 20 minutes of music.  
Please consider our symposium theme “Moving Horns” as well as a clear artistic identity in your 
program. 
performances should be limited to 1 piece. Demands for exceptions on this rule should be motivated. 
IHS51 can provide a piano/pianoforte/harpsichord accompanist for accepted recital proposals. Artist will 
be notified of a dedicated rehearsal time, in general this rehearsal will be scheduled on the day previous 
to the performance. 
please submit piano parts in pdf format to music@ihs51.gent before 1 may. 

 
IHS51 can provide percussion and a range of other musical equipment for free upon simple demand. 
Please specify what you need on the form and not by email! 

 
Entrance fees can be waived for non-horn playing artists assisting to your recital. Please mention names 
& motivation on the form to receive a limited access badge. 

 
contributing ensembles:  
 

minimum Bachelor/Undergraduate level 
 

minimum 50% of the players in the group have to be registered for the complete IHS51 symposium 
before 15 April 2019 
minimum 50% of players in the group have to be IHS members  
ensembles play a maximum of 25 minutes of music. Consider our symposium theme “Moving Horns” as 
well as your ensembles identity in your program. 

 
in general, ensemble performances will be outdoors (indoors in case of bad weather conditions) 

 
lectures/masterclasses/workshops/presentations/clinics: 
 

Presenters/teachers have to be registered for (at least) the day of their activity 
Lectures are in general not longer than 20 minutes 
Lecture-recitals can take up to 45 minutes 
Workshops and clinics are in general 1 hour. 
Masterclasses are in general 2 hours (please specify max number of students).  
Specify any logistic needs on the form.  

	


